


 “Time-in-Range” (TIR) is the percentage of time that a person spends 

with their blood glucose levels in a target range (70 to 180 mg/dl ).  

 What is Time-In-Range? 



✦HbA1C is a measure of population health and of long-term risk for 

diabetes complications but is not an individualized management tool 

 

 

✦An elevated A1C implies that action is needed but does not help tailor 

treatment because neither hypoglycemia, glucose variability, nor timing 

of hyperglycemia are revealed by this average glucose measure 

 

 

✦Ambulatory Glucose Profile (AGP) report clearly shows dangerous 

high or low patterns that need immediate attention. 

➡The timing and magnitude of hyperglycemia, hypoglycemia, and 

glucose variability are clearly visualized in the AGP and quantitated by 

CGM metrics  

Continuous Glucose Monitoring Data as an adjunct to A1C 



 Limits of A1c 



A1c 8% : GM (147-217) 

 "An A1c of 8% can correspond to an 

average blood sugar of 150 mg/dl in 

one person, while in another it could be 

220 mg/dl." 

 

HbA1c 

 A1c : The Fallacy of average  



 U.S. Food and Drug Administration has not accepted CGM 

metrics as outcomes for making efficacy claims in clinical trials 

conducted for the approval of a new drug or device  

 

 Regulators have not accepted the argument that because TIR is 

largely a measure of hyperglycemia and is correlated with A1C, it 

therefore must be associated with risk for vascular complications 

• There is a need to incorporate outcomes beyond A1C into 

regulatory decisions and clinical care  

Going Beyond A1c – One Outcome Can’t Do It All 



Y a t-il une relation entre le TIR et le développement 
et la progression de la rétinopathie diabétique chez 

les DT1 ?  

La DCCT revisitée 



•This	study evaluated the	association	of	TIR with the	developmentor	progression	of	
retinopathyand	developmentof	microalbuminuria using the	DCCTdata set	in	order
to	validate the	use	of	TIR	as	an	outcomemeasure for	clinical trials

•In	the	DCCT,	bloodglucose	concentrations	were measured at	a	central	laboratory
from seven fingerstick samples (seven-point	testing:	pre- and	90-min	postmeals and	
at	bedtime)	collected during 1	day every 3	months

•Retinopathyprogression	was assessed every 6	months

•The	developmentof	DR	was defined as	a	three-step or	greater change	of	
retinopathy from baseline,	sustained for	6	or	more	months
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Cumulative distribution 

of TIR values according 

to treatment group 
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Lloyd Paul Aiello, and for the DCCT/EDIC Research Group 

Dia Care 2014;37:17-23 

The rate of DR progression per 

100 patient-years (100 PYR) was 

similar and highly associated 

with HbA1c in the DCCT for both 

the INT and the CON groups . 

The risk of DR progression as related to mean 

HbA1c during DCCT.  

 DCCT = Strong association between A1C levels and the 

risk of retinopathy 



Re-analysis of	a	landmark study (DCCT)	: strong relationshipbetween
different levels of	time-in-range	and	diabetes complications	



  Mean TIR of seven-point profiles for the 1,440 participants was 41+/- 16%. 
 

  The hazard rate of development of retinopathy progression was increased 
by 64% and development of the microalbuminuria outcome was increased 
by 40% for each 10 percentage points lower TIR (P < 0.001 for each) 
 

  TIR is strongly associated with the risk of microvascular complications and 
should be an acceptable end point for clinical trials 
 

 summary 

• limitations inherent in using seven-point testing data com- pared with CGM data 
• limited ability to assess glycemic variability and interday variation within and between individuals 
• In addition, the seven-point data are solely from daytime, and thus, the calculation of TIR and the 

other metrics does not include the overnight period 



Y a t-il une relation entre le TIR et le développement 
et la progression de la rétinopathie diabétique chez 

les DT2?  



 UKPDS= Strong association between A1C levels and 

the risk of microvascular complications 



• 3,262 patients with type 2 diabetes  (2005-2012) 
• CGM Parameters : A retrospective CGM system (Medtronic) : after 3-day monitoring 

period, TIR and glycemic variability (GV) metrics were calculated ( CV ,SD , MAGE ) 
• Assessment of DR :  

 Fundus photography was performed by an ophthalmologist 
 Retinopathy was graded according to the International Classification of 

Diabetic Retinopathy  
 The severity of DR was classified as 

o  1) non-DR; 
o  2) mild nonproliferative DR (NPDR); 
o  3) moderate NPDR;  
o 4) severe NPDR;  
o 5) proliferative DR (PDR) . 



Characteristics of	study participants	by	the	presence and	severity of	DR



§ HbA1c- independent
association	of	TIR	with the	
prevalence of	all	stages	of	DR

§ the	measures indicatingGV	
were significantly higher in	
patients	withmore	advanced
DR



 cross-sectional study :  we could not examine the cause-and-effect 
relationship between TIR and the development of DR.  

 TIR with 3-day CGM may not represent the historical glycemic control of 
the participants.  

 all patients were studied under the same dietary conditions mitigates 
some of these concerns 

Limitations of the study : 

Further prospective studies are warranted to obtain a definitive picture of 
the role of TIR in the onset and progression of DR. 



Conclusion  : 

 Time-in-range may emerge as a better predictor of 
complications, since it is a direct measure of glucose in the 
blood vessels – i.e., what actually does damage to the body 

“Periodically, a new idea, method, or tool leads to a turning 
point in the management of diabetes. We believe such a 
moment is now upon us, brought by development of 
reliable devices for continuous glucose monitoring”  Riddle  

Riddle MC, Gerstein HC, Cefalu WT. Matura- tion of CGM and glycemic measurements beyond HbA1c – a turning point in research and 

clinical decisions. Diabetes Care 2017;40:1611–1613  


